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Workshop on developing tourism statistics and 
the Tourism Satellite Account (TSA) Project

Cebu, Philippines
21-22 October 2008

“Enhancing tourism decision-making through an effective 
system of tourism statistics at sub-national levels”

Tourism has unique features

It is NOT an industry

It is NOT a group of industries

It IS a grouping of parts of many industries

This is why we have developed the Tourism Satellite Account

Tourism is a demand side activity

The consumer comes to the product

Location is part of the product
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Knowledge sometimes depends on experience and 
anecdotal evidence

This is not enough – reliable facts and figures required

These are often not available
Resources not available at local area
NTAs and NSOs have a national perspective
Technical statistical issues at small area level

Operators must know the destination 
they are operating in

Example: The Australian case

Three levels of government: Federal, State/Territory, Local;

Overseas Arrivals and Departures (published by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics);
International Visitor Survey (published by Tourism Research 
Australia);
National Visitor Survey (published by Tourism Research Australia); 
and
Survey of Tourist Accommodation (published by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics).
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IVS and NVS

Provide data at National, State/Territory and some Tourism 
Regions

Information includes:
Visitors’ country/place of residence;
Purpose of visit;
Transportation;
Package travel
Travel party;
Group tours;
Sources for obtaining information about the trip;
Activities;
Expenditure;
Places visited;
Accommodation; and 
Demographics.

Increasing demand for destination level data

Review of tourism statistics, 2004

Increases in sample sizes for IVS and NVS

Provided Visitor Profiles for 72 of 84 Tourism Regions

New program developed: “Tourism Profiles for Local Government 

Areas in Regional Australia”

Profiles produced for over 300 LGAs – by using three years’ data

Profiles typically included: Purpose of visit, Accommodation used, 

Expenditure, Characteristic of visitors

For other destinations “Visitor Profile and Satisfaction Program”

developed
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Visitor Profile and Satisfaction Program

1. Destination representatives approach their State 
Tourism Organisation (STO)

2. STO makes recommendation to Tourism Research 
Australia (TRA)

3. TRA, destination reps., survey company and STO meet 
and decide content and cost

4. The survey is implemented

Implementation of survey

Visitors are recruited using two methods:
A face to face intercept survey
Postcards displayed in nominated locations (eg. visitor information centres, 
hotels, restaurants, etc.)  invite visitors to provide contact details

Recruited visitors agree to complete another questionnaire 
when they return home or leave the destination.

The questionnaire is sent to the recruited visitor either by 
email or by mail. If email is unsuitable, they are given a hard 
copy with a reply-paid envelope and asked to complete the 
questionnaire when they depart.

Completed questionnaires are compiled, analysed and 
reported on by the research agency.
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Aspects of the survey

Flexibility in the questionnaire

Cost for a sample of 200: around $AUD22,000

Funded by TRA or the destination

Process takes about twelve weeks

Around 25 Profiles produced in 2006 and 2007
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